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Abstract This review focuses on a newly discovered
interaction between protein kinases involved in cellular
energetics, a process that may be disturbed in cystic fibrosis
for unknown reasons. I propose a new model where kinase-
mediated cellular transmission of energy provides mechanis-
tic insight to a latent role of the cystic fibrosis transmembrane
conductance regulator (CFTR). I suggest that CFTR acts as a
multi-kinase recruiter to the apical epithelial membrane. My
group finds that, in the cytosol, two protein kinases involved
in cell energy homeostasis, nucleoside diphosphate kinase
(NDPK) and AMP-activated kinase (AMPK), bind one
another. Preliminary data suggest that both can also bind
CFTR (function unclear). The disrupted role of this CFTR-
kinase complex as ‘membrane transmitter to the cell’ is
proposed as an alternative paradigm to the conventional ion
transport mediated and CFTR/chloride-centric view of cystic
fibrosis pathogenesis. Chloride remains important, but in-
stead, chloride-induced control of the phosphohistidine
content of one kinase component (NDPK, via a multi-kinase
complex that also includes a third kinase, CK2; formerly
casein kinase 2). I suggest that this complex provides the
necessary near-equilibrium conditions needed for efficient
transmission of phosphate energy to proteins controlling
cellular energetics. Crucially, a new role for CFTR as a kinase
controller is proposed with ionic concentration acting as a
signal. The model posits a regulatory control relay for energy
sensing involving a cascade of protein kinases bound to
CFTR.
Keywords NDPK.Drosophila AWD .
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Introduction
James Watt had a problem. His steam engines kept slowing
down on hills due to a mismatch between energy transmis-
sion and the extra gravity-induced load from the hill. He
solved this by creating a feedback loop between the rate of
engine turnover and the steam valve (http://oldenginehouse.
users.btopenworld.com/technical.htm), thus creating a
‘Watt governor’ to match energy input to the applied load.
This review describes progress towards understanding a
cellular equivalent, balancing supply and demand of cell
energy.
The focus is on epithelial (dys)function in cystic fibrosis
(CF) as a paradigm for governor dysfunction. The governor
concept necessitates new networking roles for novel protein
kinase complexes as molecular transmission grids compris-
ing heterodimers of ‘well understood’ single protein kinases
[nucleoside diphosphate kinase (NDPK), AMP-activated
kinase (AMPK) and CK2 (formerly casein kinase 2)] such
that their combined activities as ‘Watt governor complexes’
differ from the sum of their parts. The focus then moves to
the cell membrane to demonstrate how the cystic fibrosis
transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) fits into the
picture via its membrane-delimited interaction with the
third and constitutively active kinase, CK2. The review
concludes with the proposal that CFTR acts as a trans-
membrane recruiter of multiply interacting protein (kinase)
transducers of cell energy to the apical membrane of
epithelial cells.
It is not the purpose of this review to cover all the
proteins reported to bind to CFTR, as these areas have been
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related aspect discussed in this paper, namely, the exact role
of chloride concentration in the histidine phosphorylation-
dependent processes described below. As discussed by us
elsewhere [49], chloride itself can play a signalling role
recently because its intracellular concentration (typically
40 mM) is often counter-balanced against the prevailing
resting trans-membrane voltage such that a change in that
voltage will either promote chloride accumulation or result
in intracellular chloride depletion depending on the direc-
tion of voltage change (depolarisation or hyperpolarisation).
Energy governors and cell function The key role of cellular
energy in disease pathogenesis and cell death has been
emphasised recently in relation to Huntingdon’s disease
[45]. Shapiro [46] long ago suggested similar deficiencies
in cystic fibrosis. Epithelial cells expend a significant
proportion of the 38 kJ/mol of adenosine triphosphate
(ATP)-derived energy liberated per hydrolytic cycle of
gamma phosphate cleavage to maintain ion gradients across
the outward-facing apical plasma membrane and the
internal-facing basolateral membrane. This ‘gradient-
reserve’ of ionic energy is akin to pumping water to the
top of a mountain reservoir ready to drive turbines when
electricity is required at high demand. This gradient reserve
must additionally be flexible enough to drive cellular
transport functions at rest, after cell stimulation, during cell
stress and after recovery. For ill-understood reasons, many
of these processes are disordered in the common inherited
disease CF where the disease-causing protein (CFTR) is
mutated [21, 46]. Confusingly, proteins such as the
epithelial sodium channel (ENaC) are hyperactive, and the
multiplicity of defects in unrelated proteins induced by
CFTR mutation has been recently reviewed elsewhere by us
[30, 31, 49] and others [21]. To govern the gradient reserve
in epithelial cells, there is evidence that the apical and
basolateral membrane protein channels receive cytoplasmic
feedback signals [15, 20]. It is clear for example that such a
feedback loop controls trans-apical, G-protein regulated,
CFTR-dependent, ion transport as described by Schwiebert
et al. [43] and further investigated in terms of ion
concentration as the signal to (an uncharacterised) G-protein
function by Komwatana et al. [26, 13]. These data have
never been followed up in detail, but the recent work of
Wieland [52] generates new insight by revealing how
G proteins, their histidine phosphorylation (via NDPK) and
enhanced guanosine triphosphate (GTP) flux to the mem-
brane might be linked to one another. These data suggest
basal mechanisms to synthesise cyclic AMP (cAMP)
constitutively [52]. That data combined with our own and
that of others suggest that ionic concentration inside the cell
(sodium or chloride) negatively governs apical ion entry, but
the mechanism is a complex mix of ion-dependent and
independent mechanisms [40]. Although the underlying
ionic feedback principle is similar at the basolateral
membrane, the controlling proteins differ. For example,
Gimenez and Forbush [20] find that the cytosolic chloride
concentration provides a feedback signal to restrain sodium-
driven, inwardly directed ‘accumulative’ chloride co-trans-
port through the basolateral membrane via a chloride-sensing
protein kinase that inhibits the Na/2Cl/K cotransporter [15].
The details are described elsewhere [20], but the combina-
tion of observations is consistent with the presence of the
components of a Watt governor in epithelial cells—where
each component may be a kinase or a regulator of a kinase
(which may itself be a scaffold protein, a kinase or
phosphatase).
Returning to the mountain and water pump analogy,
what happens if the pump keeps driving water up hill when
energy demand requires downward flow to generate
electricity? The effects of such futile cycling are seen when
CFTR is mutated [34, 46, 48] with the result that energy
expenditure is inappropriately elevated at rest. Some of the
mechanisms are reviewed by Milla et al. [32] and Moran et
al. 33] and by my own group [47], which follow on from
the seminal studies of Shapiro [46] almost two decades ago.
Our recent work and that of Moran’s group [32] shows that,
in CF females, diabetes and respiratory epithelial dysfunc-
tion combine to create early mortality relative to males. It is
as if the extra energetic demand of CF-related diabetes
leads to catastrophic failure of a (already deranged) female
pulmonary epithelial ‘engine’. It is also important not to
forget the extra load imposed by CF epithelia compensating
for excessive sodium absorption that accompanies mutant
CFTR (see [26, 30] for example and the papers from
Puntheeranurak et al. [38]), but the role of female sex and
or hormones, which can have significant effects on ion
transport [38], remains to be determined. Conversely, male-
specific hormones may be protective in this respect.
Molecular insight into cellular transmission grids How
does a cell transmit energy to its working parts—the
proteins in a cytosolic soup with 300 mg/ml of mixed
proteins? Specifically, how is it possible to promote the
signal fidelity of energy transmission as gamma phosphate
of ATP given the diffusion limits and high inter-molecular
collision rates imposed by the crowded cytosol? To avoid
energy dissipation and consequent electrical blackout,
cellular energy supply must be transmitted (channelled) to
control the activity of proteins mediating ion influx and exit
but without signal attenuation. This is not a trivial problem,
as those at the cutting edge of understanding ionic
conductivity in densely packed environments [51] do not
(to my knowledge) frequently interact with cell biologists
or epithelial ion transport specialists. In equal measure, the
relationship between that process and ion transport at a
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tation of the underlying theory [25]. Progress is being made
[44], but Dzeja and Terzic [17] have circumvented these
interpretative difficulties by adopting a gene knockout
approach. They invoke the analogy of the electricity grid,
where the power station (mitochondrion) links via pylons
(networks of enzymes near equilibrium that form fixed
subcellular arrays acting as molecular relays—NDPK is one
component) to send energy waves (protons and/or phos-
phate) through the cytoplasm without signal dissipation
(energy loss as random motion and heat imposed by
cytosolic diffusion limits). A good analogy for the near-
equilibrium requirement is that of an elevator, which
minimises power usage by driving a counterweight during
its operation, thus only expending marginal energy propor-
tional to the weights of the elevator occupants per lift cycle.
They suggest that by utilising intracellular protein tunnels,
insulated from the molecular chaos in the cytosolic ‘earth’,
these protein–protein networks manifest novel properties
that differ from their individual roles. For example, a
vectorial ion smuggling model is proposed for carbonic
anhydrase (CA) as a relay of multimers that dispose of
locally generated protons. These authors propose that
accumulation of protons during energy generation would
otherwise create a build up of voltage-counteracting energy
flow at the site of generation by inhibiting actomyosin
ATPase activity for example. This tunnelling phenomenon
is a form of ‘substrate channelling’ whereby the substrate
(proton here, phosphate in other cases) never ‘sees’ the
cytosol (these are the transmitters of force, the equivalent of
shafts, cams, gears and pulleys of the Watt governor).
However, such circuits can be set up in linear or parallel
arrays (multiple governors). Dzeja et al. [18] report that
knock out approaches show how these networks act like a
true parallel transmission grid with latent compensatory
increments in activity of other grid members when one
member is knocked out. This grid idea is supported by
work undertaken in other laboratories [24]. For example, it
may be that the energy transmitted by mitochondrial ATP
synthesis to the nucleus is essential for all nuclear transport
to function. Such transport requires mitochondrial energy
supply to be coupled to both GTP and ATP synthesis at the
nuclear membrane (glycolysis alone is insufficient). Whilst
the proximity of mitochondria to the outer nuclear
membrane helps to reduce diffusion-induced dissipation, it
is an adenylate kinase relay (AKR) that normally maintains
energy density as ATP and AMP and ADP ratios. Upon
AKR knockdown, a parallel creatine kinase relay (CKR)
substitutes, and nuclear transport resumes at baseline.
However, after further cell stress, this compensatory relay
fails [18]. This leads to the notion that a cell with one
defective relay may look superficially normal at baseline
but only reveals its compensatory state by failing under
cellular stress—a paradigm for CF? My personal observa-
tions of the post-infection, rapid weight decline in CF
patients togetherwith their epidemiological data[47], suggest
that CF cells share this property of superficial normality
coupled to stress-induced failure because one or more latent
CFTR-dependent functions are defective when CFTR is
mutated. One possibility is that females with CF succumb to
the additional stress of CF-related diabetes by this route (see
above) because of the extra demands on female fat
metabolism after puberty. NDPK is known to control ATP
citrate lyase, a key controller of fat metabolism for example
[7–9]. The ability to withstand cell stress after infection for
example is the province of an energy sensor, activated by
AMP, AMP-activated kinase (AMPK) [23, 28], but we find
that this kinase binds NDPK (function unknown) [37]. Note
that AMP-dependent kinase is a misnomer and should not be
used due to the substantial basal activity of AMPK, and with
the above network role in mind, that adenylate kinase is
needed for AMPK to work efficiently [23]. Further
discussion may be found elsewhere [17, 18, 34].
Cell energy balance after power failure The macroscopic
AKR/CKR grid described above eventually meets the
protein equivalent of a substation and power-down trans-
former to provide useful energy at the site of substrate
metabolism. [37]. A key component is an eternally vigilant
sensor—a constitutively active kinase [50], which targets
the near equilibrium reaction undertaken by (chloride-
regulated) nucleoside diphosphate kinase (NDPK), a reac-
tion that can occur at 1,000/s (see references in [35–37]).
NDPK [10] has many isoforms forming a family of eight or
nine human histidine kinases, which historically were
thought to only perform nucleotide balancing roles with
passing mention in biochemical textbooks [36]. This is no
longer the case (http://www.dundee.ac.uk/mchs/ndpk).
NDPK isoforms are found in many subcellular protein
complexes with most in the cytosol and mitochondria [35],
but some can even be secreted (mechanism unknown) or
become nuclear where they can interact with hypersensitive
sites on DNA and proteins mediating cell proliferation such
as c-myc [5, 6]. Some isoforms regulate microtubular
assembly in a pathway important for the mode of action
of anti-retroviral agents [11] and show complex regulation
[4]. In Drosophila, NDPK protein is also known as AWD
because its deletion causes abnormal wing discs, and in
certain fly backgrounds, mutation of NDPK causes early
lethality [39]. This conditional lethality is dependent on an
interaction with an unusual class of cAMP-dependent
phosphodiesterases that in turn interact with a hybrid zinc
finger protein [39]. In the context of energy relays, human
NDPK isoforms are found both in the matrix and the inter-
membrane space of mitochondria [35, 19]. In yeast, NDPK
is involved in a relay that maintains matrix GTP levels for
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the inter-membrane space may facilitate efficient export of
nucleotides from the mitochondrial matrix [1]. In the cytosol,
some NDPK isoforms supply GTP to GTPases to maintain
protein function, such as the endocytosis regulator dynamin
[27], whereas others such as NDPK-B bind G proteins
associated with the β2-adrenoreceptor in the failing heart
[29, 52]. Thus, the NDPK family performs many conserved
energy-related roles between the animal and plant kingdoms
[16]. Importantly, in all cases, the relay of phosphate driven
by NDPK occurs at near equilibrium conditions through the
generationof phosphohistidine ona conservedhistidine (H118
in human NDPK-A) that lies at the bottom of a deep cleft that
binds the β and γ phosphates of nucleotides. CK2 phosphor-
ylates NDPK close to this site, as discussed elsewhere [4].
NDPK binds AMPK We find that the ‘A’ isoform of NDPK
(NDPK-A, alternatively known as human nm23-H1 or mouse
nm23-M1; henceforth called NDPK-A) binds one of the two
isoformsofAMPK[37]. This raises the prospect of an “AMP
kinase” with both AMP-independent and ATP-independent
modes of operation. Could the hybrid NDPK-A/AMPKα1
kinase be part of a Watt governor complex? This is not the
entire story because our most recent data suggest that other
kinases are involved [50], but their complex interactions are
beyond the scope of this review [4]. For completeness, the
more speculative roles of these proteins [7–9] are discussed
in Appendix 1. Nevertheless, it is clear that the epithelial
apical membrane contains multi-protein complexes that
consist of ion channels and protein kinases that regulate
each other. Why? When consideration is given to the fact
that PKA, PKC, NDPK, AMPK and CK2 together with local
controlling phosphatases are all bound to CFTR, perhaps it is
important to think beyond the current view of the CFTR as
an ion channel modulated by multiple sites of phosphoryla-
tion by different protein kinases. Perhaps, CFTR provides a
surface for kinase–kinase or kinase–phosphatase interactions.
It is the view of this author that CFTR could also be an ideal
timer by recycling its own energy sensor integrating signals
at the membrane and cytosol, perhaps exchanging and
recruiting different partners depending on the energy needs
of the cell and the local ionic composition of chloride and
sodium. Such a model invokes a Watt governor role for a
CFTR-containing complex, but our data remain controversial
because they are difficult to reproduce completely [7–9]. The
only verifiable facts are that one isoform of NDPK and one
isoform of AMPK bind one another and that the histidine
phosphorylation of NDPK rises three- to fivefold when this
interaction takes place in vitro [37]. A key problem (Fig. 1)
is that there are many possible combinations of destinations
for the ATP fed to AMPK other than CFTR itself (Fig. 2).
Hallows et al. [22] suggest that AMPK-dependent phosphor-
ylation of CFTR switches off CFTR channel function, but the
exact residues and mechanism remain to be proven. An
additional problem is that these authors [22] use cell permeant
pharmacological activators of AMPK that either mimic AMP
in structure, act by raising [AMP] indirectly by acting on
upstream kinases or by poisoning mitochondrial function.
Although CFTR may be phosphorylated by this manoeuvre
(which has not been proven), the final target for AMPK on
CFTR might differ depending on the route of activation, thus
complicating this interpretation. Such a target might be a
partner for AMPK such as NDPK [4, 37], which, at least, has
the merit of showing ion-dependent histidine phosphorylation,
albeit in vitro [36]. This is not an unreasonable idea if CFTR
is really a sensor that must act differently in different energetic
contexts. CFTR acts as a recruiter of so many proteins to the
membrane that the CFTR vicinity must be crowded by
multiple competing regulators, unless they interact after
different stresses or in different subcelllular locations.
Is cystic fibrosis one or many diseases masquerading as a
single entity? One of the problems with CF disease is that
many paths can lead to a superficially identical phenotype.
For example, the G551D mutation is an example that
Fig. 1 CFTR modelled as a pair of scissors with each ATP trapped in
a finger hole and sandwiched between the two ATP binding domains.
Lipid encased CFTR is shown enlarged from the apical membrane
bathed in surface fluid. In the exploded CFTR cartoon, the R in the
dark blue rectangle depicts the phosphorylated regulatory domain (R
domain) whose exact location in three dimensions is unknown; the
two scalloped rectangular structures behind the R domain are the
nucleotide binding domains (NBD1 and 2, left and right) additionally
depicted as finger handles in the scissor models (left and right) such
that the central hinge in the scissors represents the R domain. Thus,
the R domain only permits CFTR opening and closing provided the
hinge is oiled (phosphorylation) and ATP is present between the
NBDs. ATP trapping (slowed hydrolysis NBD1, on the left) and faster
hydrolysis (perhaps NBD2, on the right) provides motive power to
CFTR scissor blades to move dehydrated chloride by cutting a
transient chloride/anion filled hole through the lipid bilayer (light
blue) whilst generating a spring like action on the proximity of the
ATP binding domains (shown as dark blue structure below trans-
membrane helices). The mechanism of force transmission to the
transmembrane helices/scissor blades is unknown
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but then fails. What does failure mean? Imagine each ATP
binding domain to be the finger hole in a pair of scissors
(Fig. 1). In CFTR, the two nucleotide binding domains are
likely to face one another, but in a head to tail manner,
acting like opposed finger holes in a pair of scissors with
ATP energy(rather than finger power) providing a molecular
spring like action driving each finger hole towards the other
and then springing apart. It must be the case that some
molecular equivalent of the structure of the scissors and the
(R domain) ‘hinge’ exist, transmitting the ATP-hydrolysed
energy to the rest of CFTR or its associated partners. In
G551D,forexample,theG551residuelieswithinamolecular
lid that traps one gamma phosphate of ATP between the first
and second nucleotide binding domains. The extra negative
charge in G551D means that this lid is malformed, perhaps
being more repulsive to phosphate. One can speculate that the
timer that links ATP hydrolysis to CFTR function could go
awry due to cap dysfunction. Thus, the phenotype may be the
same, but the mechanism (andhence treatment)may bevastly
different compared to ΔF508-CFTR as described below and
in our recent paper [50].
The purpose of this review has been to invoke the new
idea that interaction between protein kinases and CFTR
may alter kinase function as opposed to the conventional
view that describes actions of kinases on CFTR in its role
as a channel. The former idea resonates with CFTR
malfunction acting outside a purely channelopathy para-
digm because one target kinase (NDPK) manifests common
functions in development where fly genetics and mamma-
lian epithelial biology overlap. For example, at first sight,
references [1, 12, 14, 34, 39, 42] appear to be unrelated to
one another. Closer scrutiny shows that NDPK dysfunction
and endocytotic dynamin dysfunction produce related fly
mutants in the AWD complex that malforms developing fly
wings—the same AWD phenotype but different underlying
molecular protein dysfunctions. Rikhy et al. [42] then link
dynamin to cellular energetics and mitochrondrial function,
which are all NDPK-regulated functions (albeit with
different NDPK isoforms). Could these also be dysfunc-
tional in cystic fibrosis (compare the work of Shapiro [46],
Moudiou et al. [34] and Strandvik [48] with Rikhy et al.
[42] and [6, 19])? Furthermore, NDPK dysfunction creates
a coalescence of defects linking recycling of endosomes
[27] to embryological defects [12] and energy dysfunction
[34, 35, 42]. Crucially, we recently provided the first direct
evidence for a protein–protein interaction that is not only
selectively disrupted by the loss of F508 in CFTR but also
creates a paradigm that predicts NDPK dysfunction [50]. In
that study, we find that F508 and its surrounding amino
acids act as part of a motif required to tether the catalytic
subunitofaknownNDPK-directedkinase,CK2[4]. CK2 is a
salt-regulated, heterodimeric kinase (CK2, formerly casein
kinase 2), which creates a salt sensitive phenotype when
knocked out in yeast. Importantly for the new model, CK2 is
a key, recognised in vivo regulator of NDPK [50]. Even if
nothing was known about CF physiology that pertained to
ion transport, extrapolation of our findings would predict
that salt sensing, CK2 dysfunction and NDPK dysfunction
would be likely to be found in this disease.
Thus, most importantly, current ideas about the path
from mutant CFTR to clinical disease invoke regulation by
recruited kinases without asking whether CFTR regulates
these recruits reciprocally. The author believes that both are
required functions as would be demanded by a Watt
governor to balance supply and demand of cellular energy
(a Watt governor without feedback is useless). CK2 is a
constitutively active kinase that could provide the necessary
basal turnover of the governor when the epithelial ‘engine’
is idling and yet swiftly change its role via its partner
Fig. 2 Working model. Upper panel shows an overview with possible
links between CK2, NDPK and AMPK using the scissor model of
CFTR as shown in Fig. 1. Further analogies are shown in the lower
four panels. In the lower analogy, The NDPK-A (white) is bound to
the R domain hinge region of the scissors (CFTR representation as in
earlier figures), whereas the paper clip (black) represents the
heterotrimeric AMPKα1 (purely symbolically bound to NBDs, finger
holes). The position of the silver steel handles on the clip changes in
the panels representing possible interactions with ATP, NDPK-A and
or CFTR. For clarity, CK2 is omitted from the lower panels, but note
that NDPK is a CK2 target. The two red markers are ATP molecules
in the sandwich of NBDs whose precise roles are not clear but their
presence is required to invoke channel gating. The model is illustrative
only. The sites of binding NDPK and AMPK are not necessarily those
shown in the model whose purpose is to show possible interactions
between kinases on a CFTR protein surface
Pflugers Arch - Eur J Physiol (2007) 455:215–221 219kinases when the cellular engine needs full power. This idea
resonates with process engineering principles: first, get your
energy right (the art of the possible); then, get the entropy
sorted (the art of the likely) and finally, engineer the most
efficient solution (in biology, the Darwinian legacy). To put
it in another way, using a post-diction (rather than a
prediction) approach, if CFTR mutation did not dysregulate
so many processes as it does, then CFTR would be a quite
useless Watt governor would it not? Could this notion
explain the complexity of cystic fibrosis?
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Appendix 1
Wider roles of the NDPK protein (see http://www.dundee.
ac.uk/mchs/ndpk).
In parallel, others [2, 3] working in energy- and fat-
related fields discovered an unexplained role for AMPK in
the biogenesis of the power generating mitochondria [41].
This finding is discussed as part of a series of reviews on
AMPK function recently published in the Journal of
Physiology in 2006 (for example, [23, 41]) and will not
be discussed further in this paper. From a multi-kinase
perspective, this synthetic finding is relevant because
NDPK has a long history of involvement in cellular
proliferative events [4]. For example, NDPK plays an
important role in signalling pathways downstream of
growth receptors [6], and NDPK-A is a suppressor of
metastasis (breast, cervix and melanoma). In mouse
models, NDPK-A deletion induces excess neonatal mor-
tality, low birth weight, poor growth and abnormal breast
development. These functions are reviewed in a special
issue of the Journal of Bioenergetics and Biomembranes
and will not be described further in this paper [37].
Instead, the current review concentrates on potential
‘signals’ that integrate cell energy with ion concentration
thereby updating a related review in Pflugers Archiv in
2001 on the means by which an epithelial cell membrane
changes its histidine phosphorylation profile in response to
ion species [49]. The new data reveals differential roles for
CFTR [30], NDPK-A [37]a n dC K 2[ 4, 50] in mammalian
histidine phosphorylation in the apical membrane [36]b u t
remains poorly characterised primarily because of the lack
of suitable tools for easy analysis outside specialised
laboratories [37].
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